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Abstract
Background: The workplace is a prominent domain for excessive sitting. The consequences of increased sitting time include adverse health outcomes such
as cardiovascular disease and poor mental wellbeing. There is evidence that breaking up sitting could improve health, however, any such intervention in the
workplace would need to be informed by a theoretical evidence-based framework. The aim of this study was to use the Behaviour Change Wheel (BCW) to
develop a tailored intervention to break up and reduce workplace sitting in desk-based workers. Methods: The BCW guide was followed for this qualitative,
pre-intervention development study. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 25 o�ce workers (26-59 years, mean age 40.9 [SD=10.8] years; 68%
female) who were purposively recruited from local council o�ces and a university in the East of England region. The interview questions were developed
using the Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF). Transcripts were deductively analysed using the COM-B (Capability, Opportunity, Motivation – Behaviour)
model of behaviour. The Behaviour Change Technique Taxonomy Version 1 (BCTv1) was thereafter used to identify possible strategies that could be used to
facilitate change in sitting behaviour of o�ce workers in a future intervention. Results: Qualitative analysis using COM-B identi�ed that participants felt that
they had the physical Capability to break up their sitting time, however, some lacked the psychological Capability in relation to the knowledge of both
guidelines for sitting time and the consequences of excess sitting. Social and physical Opportunity was identi�ed as important, such as a supportive
organisational culture (social) and the need for environmental resources (physical). Re�ective and automatic Motivation was highlighted as a core target for
intervention. Seven intervention functions and three policy categories from the BCW were identi�ed as relevant. Finally, 39 behaviour change techniques
(BCTs) were identi�ed as potential active components for an intervention to break up sitting time in the workplace. Conclusions: The TDF, COM-B model and
BCW can be successfully applied through a systematic process to understand the drivers of behaviour of o�ce workers to develop a co-created intervention
that can be used to break up and decrease prolonged sitting in the workplace.

Background
Due to modernisation of society and technological advancements, there is now heavy reliance on computers in the workplace resulting in occupations being
less physically demanding and more sedentary (1, 2). Sedentary behaviour is any waking activity, such as sitting, reclining or lying which expends less than
1.5 metabolic equivalents (3). From an operational standpoint, prolonged sitting at a desk is the type of sedentary behaviour typically observed in the o�ce
workplace. Seventy-three percent of the UK population aged 16-64 are currently in employment (4, 5) with a large number of these workers in o�ce-related
jobs (6). Studies have identi�ed that the workplace contributes to the majority of excessive daily sitting time in o�ce-based employees (7, 8). Self-reported
occupational sitting time has been estimated at 6 h 30 min (IQR= 6 hrs 20 – 6 h 45 min) on a work day (9), which is in accordance with objective
measurements of workplace sitting suggesting 71% (10) to 82% of the workday is spent seated (11). Due to a growing epidemiological evidence linking
excessive sitting time to adverse cardiometabolic outcomes, such as cardiovascular disease, obesity, type 2 diabetes (6, 12-17) and poor mental wellbeing
(13, 18-20), the workplace has become an important public health concern.

It is worthy of note that two observational studies have shown that daily participation in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) for 60-75 min a day
may eliminate the increased risk of premature mortality associated with high amounts of sitting (21, 22). However, the majority of the population do not
engage in such high levels of MVPA (23, 24). For those who are unable to achieve these high levels of MVPA, and in order to mitigate the remaining
cardiometabolic health risks, the workplace could be a potential intervention environment to break up and reduce excessive sitting (25-27). To develop
effective breaking up and sitting reduction interventions, it is pertinent to understand what works and why (28).

Theoretical framework underpinning the Intervention Design
Interventions targeted at changing behaviour need to be informed by theoretical, evidence-based frameworks. The Medical Research Council (29) has
outlined recommendations that should be used when developing and evaluating complex interventions. These guidelines state that interventions should
start with a theory phase before progressing to modelling and then an experimental phase (29-31). Whilst this current work focuses on modelling, the theory
phase involves the collection of evidence and analyses via theoretical frameworks through which an intervention can be developed and modelled. The
modelling stage involves hypothesising what should be targeted (determinants of behaviour) and how this can be achieved (via behaviour change
techniques) (32). A wide range of theoretical models of behaviour have been developed including the Theory of Planned Behaviour (33) and the Health Belief
Model (34). One common limitation of these theories is that they only help to understand or predict behaviours (35) and do not help to understand behaviour
change (36).

In order to help researchers transition from the behavioural diagnosis of a problem to the design of an intervention, the theoretically-driven BCW was
developed (37, 38). At the hub of the BCW is the COM-B model (Figure 1), a hybrid of other models, addressing Capability, Opportunity, and Motivation
sources of behaviour. The BCW recognises that behaviour change occurs as a result of an interacting system with intervention functions and policy
categories (38). The TDF (39) has since been added to the wheel (40, 41) in order to help unpack COM-B further and allow deeper exploration of the barriers
to and facilitators of change. The ideal behaviour change techniques (BCTs) can then be identi�ed (42). The outer two layers of the BCW enable intervention
developers to systematically identify intervention functions and policy categories that support change (38).

While it is important to identify how a behaviour maps to COM-B, the intervention functions selected as a result must also take practical concerns into
consideration. One method that has been developed to assist researchers narrow down feasible intervention functions is to consider Affordability,
Practicability, Effectiveness and Cost-effectiveness, Acceptability, Side effects/safety and Equity through the APEASE model (37). Use of this model allows
researchers to look beyond the BCW and explore feasibility issues before trialling an intervention. Although use of the BCW to design interventions is
becoming more common (43, 44), development of interventions using the full BCW to reduce workplace sitting is limited (45). The aim of this work is to
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develop a tailored intervention package using the BCW that could be used in breaking up and reducing workplace sitting using qualitative interviews with
desk-based employees.

Methods
Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Bedfordshire Institute for Health Research Ethics Committee (approval number IHREC610). The
processes of intervention development have been broadly categorised into three stages over eight steps as recommended for the BCW (37) and illustrated in
Figure 2. This study brie�y describes steps one through three for contextual purposes but focuses on steps four through eight.

Step 1: De�ne the problem in behavioural terms
The �rst step involves de�ning the problem of interest that requires intervention in behavioural terms. This means identifying the problem, exact related
behaviour and target population (37). Previous evidence (10, 11, 46-49) suggests that increased sedentary time is a behavioural problem signi�cantly
associated with cardiometabolic risk and poor mental wellbeing (12, 16, 50). With o�ce workers engaging in sitting for approximately two-thirds of their total
working time and their sitting bouts often lasting at least 30 minutes (6, 11, 51, 52), there are possibilities that workplace may be a major contributor to
increased cardiometabolic disease risk.

Step 2: Select the target behaviour
This step explains that long lists of all other behaviours that may in�uence the target behavioural problem need to be generated. This can then be
systematically reduced by considering the possible impact of each of these behaviours. For this research, behaviours such as physical activity, sedentary
behaviour and sitting time were considered.

Step 3: Specify the target behaviour
Step three speci�es the target behaviour by outlining the new behaviour in greater detail. Speci�cations should include: who needs to perform the behaviour,
what do the persons need to do differently, when, where, how, and with whom will they do it (37). In this research, the target behaviour is to break up and
reduce sitting time at work which may follow guidelines in a recent expert statement (53), which states that o�ce workers should initially reduce daily
occupational sitting time by engaging in two hours of standing or walking during working hours and gradually increasing this to four hours per working day.

Step 4: Identify what needs to change
The recommended method to understand what needs to change is interviews or focus group discussions (54), as this would ensure future interventions are
participant-centred and co-created (55). This research aims to inform Step 4 by using semi-structured interviews to explore sitting behaviour in o�ce-workers
drawing from both the COM-B and TDF. To achieve this, 25 o�ce-based workers (17 females) with an average age of 40 ± 10.8 years and a self-reported
daily occupational sitting time of at least 5.5 h were recruited from local council o�ces and a university in the East of England region. Questions asked in the
interview were developed using the TDF (39). Anonymity was maintained throughout by using pseudonyms (56). The COM-B model was employed as a
deductive framework for the analysis covering all the relevant determinants of the TDF (57, 58). Consolidated criteria for Reporting Qualitative research
(COREQ checklist) has been added as a supplementary material.

Step 5 and 6: Identify intervention functions and policy categories
This study also aimed to identify relevant intervention functions and policy categories to be used following the COM-B and TDF analyses and how each of
the intervention functions could be supported at an organisational level (37). The BCW guide recommends that intervention functions and policy categories
should be assessed through the use of the APEASE criteria (37). However, as this screening process is largely contingent on resource availability, which
might be different for intervention developers, the onus to use APEASE criteria would lie on individual intervention developers. In this present study, relevance
of APEASE criteria is highlighted but not applied.

Step 7 and 8: Identify behaviour change techniques and mode of delivery
Th research �nally aimed to identify the most appropriate BCTs that could result in the desired reduction in workplace sitting. BCTs mentioned within the
qualitative interviews were individually identi�ed and selected for the development of a future intervention by two members of the team (SO and MB). These
were then discussed with the rest of research team led by AC for consensus. Then, the most appropriate mode of delivery of each technique was deliberated
upon and selected by the authors. Examples of modes of delivery include face-to-face or distance delivery at the individual or group level via phone (voice or
text), print or digital media, broadcast media, outdoor media, or individually accessed computer programmes (37).

Results
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Steps 1-3 have been described in the methods above. This research has generated new data from Steps 4-8 as described below.

Step 4: Identifying what needs to change

Capability
The majority of participants said they are physically capable of breaking up their sitting time, although some highlighted that walking and standing trigger
back problems.

“I’m quite capable and con�dent of breaking up my sitting time. I do that quite a lot….” (Participant 15, female).

“I’m sat down to help me improve my back muscles because standing or walking for too long can be detrimental for me” (Participant 24, female).

With respect to psychological capability, all participants stated that it was important for them to have knowledge of how much sitting is acceptable or
excessive, as well as the consequences of prolonged sitting and any bene�ts of breaking up sitting time. This highlighted knowledge as an important TDF
domain that should be targeted in an intervention:

“If I'm really honest, I don't really know any current advice other than it's not good to sit down for too long… I think it would help if this is properly
communicated” (Participant 10, female).

Most of the participants reported being engrossed in their work to meet tight deadlines, and this usually leads to them forgetting to take breaks from sitting.
However, some participants believed that having a device or an app to remind them would help them to be more conscious, re�ecting the TDF domain
memory, attention and decision processes. In contrast, some participants said their sitting behaviour would change if they were able to monitor it by
themselves, underlining the need for interventions to target the behavioural regulation TDF domain.

“It’s just the amount of work, purely the amount of work that’s there. Also, not remembering to, because sometimes you become engrossed in a project, or in a
piece of work …, your head is just focused on that piece of work…. It's a case of the workload. Maybe something that �ashes up on the computer; that �ashes
up at me saying: ‘you've been working for this length of time, you know move now’….” (Participant 20, male).

“I think you just forget yourself trying to beat the deadline! Probably if there was something that prompts, like setting an alarm on your phone or receiving a
message on your phone to prompt you to move” (Participant 11, female).

Opportunity
The participants identi�ed some social opportunities that come from the TDF domain social in�uences, including restricting their colleagues from making
tea for them to encourage them to get up more often to do it themselves, being part of a team to provide a collective support and ensure a collective target is
set, appointing someone like a �re marshal to remind people, or having walking and standing meetings.

“Again I suppose it would have to come from another person to sort of tell me, that ‘you have got to remember that you need to stand’ I think someone like a
�re marshal would get the job done (Smiles)” (Participant 2, female).

“If it was a corporate activity, I am more likely to engage with it. If you are on your own, you are less likely to do it. Being encourage by other people would
help a great deal” (Participant, 23, female).

However, a popular opportunity amongst the participants was the need for an organisational culture that supports breaking up sitting to assure employees
that they will not be penalised if they stand up or leave their seat for a short while:

“It's about the whole [organisation] being aware of true key messages, I think it's about promoting positive culture of movement. And that comes through
communication, variety of communication strategies, it’s about communicating every opportunity about good practice about healthy movement…. and I
guess it's about being given permission” (Participant 19, male).

“Just knowing that my manager is okay with me getting up every half hour should be enough really. Apart from that, I’m okay but it’s a busy period right now
so I have to be on my desk …. I get that, so if my manager is okay with me standing up, going back and forth for two to three minutes then coming back, then
it’s �ne” (Participant 3, female).

Creating the opportunity to in�uence the TDF domain environmental context and resources if cost was not a concern was highlighted by participants who
suggested that a height-adjustable desk would be an important tool that could reduce their sitting in the workplace:

“I think a raising desk is something that is worth exploring, but I understand that �nancially that is a huge investment for the [organisation] but there has
been a lot of studies into that…. If money was not a problem, you can get raising desks, you can have it raised or seated and I will be happy to try that”
(Participant 8, male).

Motivation
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Participants stated that the intervention should target both re�ective and automatic motivation before behaviour change can take place. With regards to
re�ective motivation, around half of the participants reported that they felt in control of breaking up their sitting time, re�ecting self-e�cacy beliefs within the
beliefs about capabilities TDF domain. For instance:

“On a scale of ‘1’ to ‘10’, with ‘10’ being the most con�dent; I would say my con�dence level [to sit less] is ‘8’” (Participant 16, male).

However, laziness and lack of will power was seen as a counter argument that may prevent them from doing so. In response, the participants highlighted
they will need to change their mindset for a stronger commitment towards integrating movement and standing into their work life, which corresponds to the
intention TDF domain.

“The right mindset! That's what I need to be able to stand up and walk at regular intervals” (Participant 22, female).

Moreover, participants stated that they would respond to set goals if there was an expectation that they would be rewarded at the end, highlighting goals as
an important TDF domain.

“Well, I'm motivated by having a pound every time I get up, or, or a chocolate every time I get up… It wouldn't necessarily have to be money, it could be a, as I
say, a kind of build credits for some sort of treats…” (Participant 25, female).

With respect to automatic motivation, the majority of the participants reported mixed perception about the effect of mood on their sitting time. Some
participants said mood had no effect on their sitting time, while some thought it did. Either way, emotion appeared to be an important TDF domain that
should be targeted.

“My job determines my sitting behaviour, but my mood doesn’t – no!” (Participant 10, female).

“It’s two ways: sometimes when I am happy I tend to be quite chatty, so I move more to talk to people, but when I’m low in mood I can sit all day at my desk
or move more keeping to myself” (Participant 6, male).

Participants who perceived sitting time could be in�uenced by mood expressed that their optimism and motivation could be improved by having access to
empirical evidence regarding the negative consequence of prolonged sitting.

“Generally, people value research evidence, statistics, so in terms of increasing motivation and hope, informational literature on consequence of excessive
sitting I guess will make a difference” (Participant 23, female).

Participants also reported that they are likely to stand up more if there was competition among peers or if they were given incentives, underlining
Reinforcement as an important TDF domain.

“You could develop some sort of challenge type thing. Erm, you know, people like games or competitions or even being given vouchers. People can �nd that
quite motivating from that point of view” (Participant 6, male).

Steps 5 and 6: Identi�cation of intervention functions and policy categories
Seven out of nine intervention functions described in the BCW guide (37) were identi�ed as relevant based on the outcomes of the semi-structured interviews,
mapped from COM-B shown in Table 1. These intervention functions are; Education (de�ned as increasing knowledge and understanding), Training (de�ned
as imparting skills), Persuasion (de�ned as a way of using communication to stimulating positive or negative feeling or action), Environmental restructuring
(de�ned as changing the physical or social context), Enablement (de�ned as increasing means and reducing barriers to increase capability), Incentivisation
(de�ned as creating an expectation of reward), and Modelling (de�ned as providing an example for imitation).

With respect to policy categories, only three out of the seven categories highlighted in the BCW guide (37) were identi�ed. These included
Communication/marketing (for instance, using verbal, electronic communication or �yers to create awareness of bene�ts of breaking up sitting and health
consequences of prolonged sitting), Guidelines (examples of which include informing employees of sitting time guidelines), and Environmental/social
planning (e.g, designing and controlling the logistics of height-adjustable desks within the o�ce setting/o�ce culture).

Step 7: Identi�cation of behaviour change techniques
This section presents suggested BCTs identi�ed in the data analysis, which could be considered as ‘active components’ when designing an intervention to
break up sitting time in the workplace. In total, 39 out of 93 BCTs in the BCT Taxonomy Version 1 (42) were identi�ed as relevant (Table 1). The list of BCTs
identi�ed include: ‘Instruction on how to perform the behaviour’, ‘Credible source’, ‘Information about health consequences’, ‘Information about social and
environmental consequences’, ‘Feedback on behaviour’, ‘Behavioural practice/rehearsal’, ‘Behaviour substitution’, ‘Habit formation’, ‘Habit reversal’,’
Prompts/cues’, ‘Adding objects to the environment’, ‘Restructuring the physical environment’, ‘Self-monitoring of behaviour’, ‘Monitoring of behaviour by
others without feedback’, ’ Problem solving’, ‘Action planning’, ‘Body changes’, ‘Information about others’ approval’, ‘Social comparison’, ‘Restructuring the
social environment’, ‘Social support (unspeci�ed)’, ‘Social support (practical)’, ‘Demonstration of the behaviour’, ‘Goal setting’, ‘Verbal persuasion about
capability’, ‘Mental rehearsal of successful performance’, ‘Material incentive (behaviour)’, ‘Material reward (behaviour)’, ‘Non-speci�c reward’, ‘Social reward’,
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Social incentive’, ‘Non-speci�c incentive’, ‘Self-reward’, ‘Information about emotional consequences’, ‘Reduce negative emotions’, ‘Self-monitoring of
outcome(s) of behaviour’, ‘Behavioural experiments’, ‘Information about antecedents’ and ‘Incentive (outcome)’.

Intervention designers will need to select BCTs that are most appropriate for the population and location where the intervention will be conducted. This can
be achieved by considering the APEASE criteria or by �rst choosing BCTs that were most frequently used within relevant intervention functions before those
that were less frequently used as described in the BCW guide (37).

Step 8: Mode of delivery
The appropriateness of mode of delivery depends on the target behaviour, target population and setting. Details on taxonomy of modes of delivery can be
found in the BCW guide (37). APEASE criteria should be used in selecting mode of delivery of choice. This could be either face-to-face or distance depending
on setting. Where employees are spread over different o�ces and different locations, interventions could be delivered face-to-face, in clusters or individually.
This can be achieved by giving out lea�ets with detailed information about breaking up sitting, sitting guidelines for o�ce workers and demonstrated using
digital media.

Discussion
The aim of this work was to use the BCW to develop a tailored intervention package that could be employed in breaking up and reducing workplace sitting
using qualitative interviews with desk-based employees. This research describes the systematic process used to model determinants of workplace sitting
behaviour by analysing sources of behaviour with the COM-B/TDF model, linking to subsequent intervention functions and policy, and �nally, identifying the
appropriate behaviour change techniques to use in a tailored intervention to break up o�ce workers’ sitting time. The majority of the participants in this
study were not aware of any published recommendations for reducing sitting in the workplace (53). However, participants expressed a keen interest in
changing their sitting behaviour, suggesting that a workplace intervention targeted at sitting patterns would be acceptable.

The main reasons cited for prolonged sitting at work were the sedentary nature of the job, forgetfulness due to a heavy workload, an unsupportive physical
workspace, and the organisational and social culture. These �ndings are consistent with previous studies that identi�ed organisational cultural norms
around “appropriate” workplace behaviour, environmental changes and workload pressures as barriers to breaking up workplace sedentary time (59-61). The
interview responses suggested that interventions should include education about sitting guidelines, health and emotional consequences of prolonged sitting
and the bene�ts of reducing sitting time; prompts to serve as reminders to break up sitting; environmental modi�cation, such as the provision of height-
adjustable desks to alternate between sitting and standing without disrupting work; and changes to social and organisational support. Previous studies (62-
64) have reported similar �ndings that breaks from prolonged sitting need to be seen as a “normal” activity in the workplace in order to prevent perceived
criticism from colleagues. Organisational support would address this change. This could be an important strategy to prevent sedentary behaviour-induced
diseases, due to a probable connection between social support, role-modelling, and social norms and the development of chronic diseases associated with
prolonged sedentary behaviour (65).

In terms of the COM-B model, this study identi�ed Psychological Capability, Social and Physical Opportunity as well as Re�ective and Automatic Motivation
as key targets for a behaviour change intervention for breaking up sitting time at work among o�ce workers. In addition, the results from interviews with the
participants suggested that Knowledge, Reinforcement, Goals, Intentions, Environmental context and resources, Social in�uences, Behavioural regulation,
Emotion, and Memory, attention and decision processes were important TDF domains that need to be targeted in work-based sitting interventions.
Consequently, seven intervention functions including Education, Training, Modelling, Persuasion, Enablement, Environmental restructuring and
Incentivisation were identi�ed as relevant for a sedentary workplace intervention. These results are in alignment with a SMArT study by Munir et al. (45) in
which the BCW was also used to design a workplace sitting reduction intervention in hospital o�ce workers. They identi�ed the TDF domains of Knowledge,
Social identity, Intentions, Beliefs about capabilities, and Self-regulation of behaviour, and consequently the key intervention functions of Education,
Enablement, and Training. However, it should be noted that the present study identi�ed a broader range of intervention functions due to the fact that the
SMArT study applied the APEASE criteria to select the most relevant intervention function for the SMArT Work intervention.

This study proposes 39 potential behaviour change techniques as identi�ed from the BCW. Several strategies that can be used to implement these behaviour
change techniques include targeting cognitive memory by providing prompts and cues, offering rewards for successfully completing their target behaviour,
providing information about breaking up sitting time and the consequences of prolonged sitting, providing access to height-adjustable desks, or reassuring
employees of management support (see Table 2). Modifying the work environment through the introduction of active workstations has been found to
effectively reduce sedentary behaviour in the workplace (66) without detrimental effects on work performance (67).

Consistent with the �ndings of this present study, Gardner, Smith (28) in their systematic review sub analysis of workplace interventions found 6 BCTs that
frequently appeared in effective interventions to reduce sedentary behaviour: Review behavioural goals, Self-monitoring (behaviour), Instruction on how to
perform behaviour, Information on health consequences, Behaviour substitution, and Adding objects to the environment list these. All but one of these BCTs,
Review behavioural goals, was also found in the present study. The BCTs identi�ed in this present study were identi�ed using the BCW from participant
sources and it may be that Review behavioural goals was a BCT identi�ed by interventionists from psychological theory sources. Therefore, when tailoring
future interventions, researchers should consider including theory derived BCTs.

Strengths of the study
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This paper draws on qualitative data following a detailed systematic process consistent with recommendations of the Medical Research Council, which
requires every complex intervention development to undergo three different phases including theory, modelling and the experimental phase (29-31). In the
present study, statements from interviews have been theoretically-evaluated using COM-B/TDF as described in the BCW guide (37). The barriers to breaking
up and reducing sitting time identi�ed in this current study and previous studies (59-61) are factors that operate at personal, social and environmental levels,
which support an ecological model of sedentary behaviour. This, however, underlines the need for interventions to be targeted at multiple levels of in�uence
on behaviour instead of targeting only individual, environmental or organisational factors. However, this current study goes beyond the socio-ecological
model which only describes the levels at which to implement behaviour change strategies. Rather, it identi�es generic BCTs as ‘active ingredients’, which
workplace sedentary behaviour intervention designers can choose from to inform future workplace sedentary behaviour reduction interventions.

Limitations of the study

Worthy to note is the fact that people with a history of musculoskeletal problems were excluded from this study, which could mean that the �ndings are not
relevant to those with such conditions. This limits an analysis of Physical Capability from COM-B. Second, the subjectivity of the analysis must be
acknowledged, as with many qualitative studies. Furthermore, despite the clear framework and direction available on the use of the BCW, the process itself
was lengthy and time-consuming; particularly the coding of BCTs from the qualitative interviews and the elements of COM-B and the TDF derived from the
data. Whilst e�ciency of use appears to be a limitation for the time-being, developments in machine learning will soon mean the tool is more accessible (68).

Conclusions

This study has identi�ed possible components of a workplace intervention to break up and reduce sitting behaviour in the workplace based on the needs of
o�ce workers and this study emphasises the need for interventions to be targeted at multiple levels of in�uence on behaviour. Consequently, 39 BCTs have
been identi�ed and can be used as active ingredients in preparation for targeting the key determinants (Psychological Capability, Physical and Social
Opportunity and Re�ective and Automatic Motivation) of sitting behaviour in the workplace. Sedentary behaviour intervention designers should apply the
APEASE criteria to determine the most appropriate intervention functions, policy categories and BCTs to use, drawing on the evidence presented here that
identi�es what needs to change.
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Domains Framework.
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Table 1: Combined link between COM-B model, TDF domains, intervention functions, policy categories and BCT
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COM-BComponent TDF What needs tohappen for thetargetbehaviour tooccur
Evidence tosupport the needfor change (Quotes fromthe interviews)

InterventionFunctions Policy Categories Behaviour ChangeTechniques(BCTs)   
PsychologicalCapability Knowledge Knowguidelines onsitting in theworkplace

“What do theexperts say?Erm to behonest with you,I can't say I haveany particularknowledge orguidance to it. Idon't know whattherecommendationis (smile) so Ican't answerthat…”(Participant 22,aged 47) “I'm not awareof any advicethat says 'Don'tsit for longerthan X amount”(Participant 21,aged 58)

Education  Communication/Marketing,Guidelines 
4.1 Instruction onhow to performthe behaviour  

Have accessto empiricalevidence thatsupportsbreaking upsitting time
“Personally, Ithink I base mydecisions onevidence, casestudies and ‘bigshots’.Therefore, themoreinformation wehave about howit's beneficial topeople andexactly what hashappened, theinterventionprovided and theexact result”(Participant 24,aged 47)

Education Communication/Marketing, Guidelines 9.1 Crediblesource5.1 Informationabout healthconsequences5.3 Informationabout social andenvironmentalconsequences

 

Have anawareness ofthe healthconsequenceof excessivesitting
“I think youneed to keepspreading themessage thatsitting for longperiods of timeactually isn'tgood for you”(Participant 18,aged 59) “I think, for me,possibly havinga clearerunderstandingof the damageand negatives”(Participant 6,aged 27)

Education Communication/Marketing, Guidelines 5.1 Informationabout healthconsequences  

Have anawareness ofthe benefit ofbreaking upsitting
“I think it’sabout…education, Ithink it’s aboutthose keycommunication,and the positive,yes negative isimportant, butactuallypromoting thepositive orfocusing on thebenefits ratherthan…..”(Participant 19,aged 32)

Education Communication/Marketing,Guidelines 5.1 Informationabout healthconsequences
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Have accessto feedbackaboutindividualhealthbehaviour
“Erm, somebodyfromoccupationalhealth came outto see me, andpointed that I sitkind of wonky atmy desk. I thinkif we havesomething orsomeone thattells us ourprogress, I’msure everyonewould beinclined toadjust”(Participant 9,aged 34)

Education Guidelines 2.2 Feedback onbehaviour 
 

Know otherstrategies tobreak upsitting
“Maybe byreducing use ofemails a bitmore; insteadstand up andtalk to peoplerather thanemail when theyare just there”(Participant 11,aged 41)

Education  
Communication/Marketing 

8.1 Behaviouralpractice/rehearsal8.2 Behavioursubstitution8.3 Habitformation8.4 Habit reversal

  

  Memory,Attention &DecisionProcesses
Improveability toremember totake breaksfrom sitting

“Yea I would doa chair thatbuzzes or causeselectric shock;shaking chairthat’s got apressure pad onit so you know ifit’s been sat onit for a longtime”(Participant 19,aged 32) “I thinktechnology canbe used for pop-up on peoples’computer everynow and then,reminding themto get up andmove or to getup and workonce an hour orso” (Participant8, aged 37)

EnvironmentalrestructuringEnablement
Environmental/Social planning 7.1 Prompts/cues12.5 Addingobjects to theenvironment12.1Restructuring thephysicalenvironment 

 

  BehaviouralRegulation Identify anddevelopstrategies tobreak existinghabits and forself-monitoring ofsitting

If I’ve gotsomething that Ican look at and Ithink ‘oh Ishould be doingthat’. The guiltfactor alwaysworks… I wouldbe willing to tryif I know I’mbeing monitored(Participant 10,aged 40)  “Getting drinks,getting water.For example, atthe moment I dohave a bottle onmy desk but I'veactually decidedon getting asmall cup toallow me standup as manytimes aspossible...”(

EducationEnablement Communication/Marketing, Environmental/Social planning
2.3 Self-monitoring ofbehaviour2.1 Monitoring ofbehaviour byothers withoutfeedback2.2 Feedback onbehaviour1.2 Problemsolving1.4 Actionplanning7.1 Prompts/cues12.5 Addingobjects to theenvironment
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Participant 6,aged 27)PhysicalCapability Skills Have physicalstrength tomove moreand sit less
“Erm, ifsomebody wasill - I'm notpersonally, but -if somebodywas, if they hada bad back orbad legs and it'sdifficult for themto walk aroundon a regularbasis, I thinkthey wouldbenefit a lotfrom gettinghelp from physioand weighttraining”(Participant 4,aged 55)

TrainingEnablement Environmental/Social planning 
12.6 Bodychanges  

SocialOpportunity Socialinfluences Have theenablement tomake tea byoneself ratherthan bycolleagues
“Because they(colleagues)make my tea forme (laughs). Weshare the roles,we’ve got rotafor making tea,so the four of usthat drink teatake turns to getthe drink. Theyare influencingmy sitting timebecause they aremaking mydrinks, so I’mnot actuallyhaving to get upand do it myself”(Participant 20,aged 44)

Enablement Environmental / socialplanning   

6.3 Informationabout others’approval1.2 Problemsolving1.4 Actionplanning 

 

Considercreating ateam for peersupport andcomparison
“I would feeluncomfortabledoing it on myown, so I justkind of carry onas I am, but Ithink if we weredoing it as awhole, we wouldnot feel aloneand cancompare whatwe are doingwith ourcolleagues’”(Participant 10,aged 40)

Enablement Environmental / socialplanning 
6.2 Socialcomparison12.2Restructuring thesocialenvironment3.1 Social support(unspecified)

 

Identify a timekeeper to getpeople moving “A possibilitydepends onwhether I canget a FireMarshall thatwould jump upand say‘commonpeople, let’s dostretches’. Ithink there arepeople in ouroffice who arewell placed todo that kind ofthing”(Participant 10,aged 40)  

ModellingEnablement Environmental/Social planning 
3.2 Social support(practical)6.1 Demonstrationof the behaviour 

   

Encouragehaving walking orstandingmeetings
“Walkingmeeting wouldbe nice. Youknow whenyou’re justwalking around,having a

Enablement Environmental/Social planning 8.1 Behaviouralpractice/rehearsal8.2 Behavioursubstitution
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meeting insteadof sitting in aplace”(Participant 13,aged 26)
8.3 Habitformation8.4 Habit reversal12.2Restructuring thesocialenvironment Considerstretching orwalking forfive minutesevery hour

“Go for a walkevery hour or dothe stretchingkind of everyhalf an hour forfive mins”(Participant 9,aged 34)

Enablement Environmental/Social planning 1.1 Goal setting(behaviour)1.4 Actionplanning
  

Encourageseniormanagementto participatein breaking upsitting toensuresupport

“I guess amanager wouldbe appropriateperson, so thatyou don’t feelyou are doingsomething youshould not do”(Participant 24,aged 47)

Enablement Environmental/Social planning 3.1 Social support(unspecified)12.2Restructuring thesocialenvironment 

  

Organisationalsupport formoving moreand sitting less
“I think therecan be somesort of supportfrommanagement orline managers tomake sure that,you are not justsitting therecontinuously…Cultural changeat higher level,maybe via atraining section,leaflet orbooklet that goaround or one ofthose onlinecourses that wenormally do -like fireawarenesstraining, healthand safetytraining …”(Participant 7,aged 37)

Enablement Environmental/social planning 3.1 Social support(unspecified)12.2Restructuring thesocialenvironment  

  

PhysicalOpportunity Environmentalcontext andResources Provision ofcomputerremindersystem
“I thinktechnology canbe used for pop-up on peoples’computer everynow and then,reminding themto get up andmove or to getup and workonce an hour orso” (Participant8, aged 37)

Enablement Environmental/Social planning 7.1 Prompts/cues12.5 Addingobjects to theenvironment  

 

Provideheight-adjustabledesks toensureemployeescontinueworking whilestanding up

We probably doneed our desksto be adjusted….you know, at theright height.Well, I'msurprised thisplace doesn'thave them but Ihave worked inplaces where,hmm, where wehave actuallyhad height-adjustabledesks. Thisplace shouldhave them, fullstop”

Environmentalrestructuring Environmental/Social planning 
12.1Restructuring thephysicalenvironment12.5 Add object tothe environment
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(Participant 4,aged 55)Move printers,waterdispensersaway fromemployees’desks
“Movingphotocopiersand waterdispenserfurther away…Same with toiletfacilities. We’vegot to walk tothem! Also,probably gettingrid of all the restof the printers,and we’ve onlygot one printerto use”(Participant 20,aged 44)

Environmentalrestructuring Environmental/Social planning 12.1Restructuring thephysicalenvironment
 

Providetreadmill/stand upchairs orbuzzing chairs
“Yeah I woulddo a chair thatgoes up anddown or a chairthat buzzes orcauses electricshock; shakingchair that’s gota pressure padon it so youknow if it’s beensat on it for along time”(Participant 19,aged 32) “Mind you thereare somebrilliant chairsaround, haveyou seen someof these newchairs, thestand-up ones,they are likerockers, andyou’ve got tokeep yourstability andyour musclesworking….‘cause your legsare permanentlykeeping youstable and thoseflexing whichare equivalent ofwalking, butyou’re not stoodup” (Participant8, aged 44)

Environmentalrestructuring Environmental/Social planning 12.1Restructuring thephysicalenvironment12.5 Addingobjects to theenvironment7.1 Prompts/cues

 

Access to astanding hotdesk “Yeah, possiblya hot-deskingidea might be agood one,switching frommy desk to ahigher one. Yeahgood use forthat!”(Participant 13,aged 26)

Environmentalrestructuring Environmental/Social planning 12.1Restructuring thephysicalenvironment12.5 Addingobjects to theenvironment 

 

ReflectiveMotivation Beliefs aboutCapabilities Have a strongwill and beliefyou can breakup sitting
“Somewhatconfident, notmassively… Ihardly moveuntil lunchbreak… I couldbreak it up alittle more andbut notmassively”(Participant 8,aged 37) 

EducationPersuasion 
Communication/Marketing 

15.1 Verbalpersuasion aboutcapability15.2 Mentalrehearsal ofsuccessfulperformance1.4 Actionplanning
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“I am notmaking anyexcuse, but it isdifficult for meat the momentto see how I canincorporateexercise into myday…”(Participant 18,aged 59)Acknowledgethe need forself-discipline “If you disciplineyourself to dosomething youcan do it, if youhavewillpower….”(Participant 3,aged 27) 

EducationPersuasion 
Communication/Marketing 

8.3 Habitformation4.2 Informationabout antecedents8.1 Behaviouralpractice/rehearsal 

  

Goal Have breakingup sittinggoals with anexpectation ofreward
Well I'mmotivated byhaving a poundevery time I getup, or, or achocolate everytime I get up… Itwouldn'tnecessarily haveto be money, itcould be a kindof build creditsfor some sort oftreat or, I don'tknow, half anhour of youknow”(Participant 25,aged 41) “I think peoplecould becomequite motivatedif you coulddevelop somesort of challengething. Erm, youknow, peoplelike games orcompetitions,people can findmotivation fromthat point ofview”(Participant 6,aged 27)

Incentivisation Communication/Marketing 
1.1 Goal setting(behaviour)1.2 Problemsolving,1.4 Actionplanning10.1 Materialincentive(behaviour)10.2 Materialreward(behaviour)10.3 Non-specificreward10.4 Socialreward10.5 Socialincentive10.6 Non-specificincentive10.9 Self-reward

 

Intention Move from thestate ofcontemplationtocommitmentto break upsitting

“I just need toprioritize itreally. It’sprioritization,you need thatreminder”(Participant 13,26)  

EducationPersuasion 
Communication/Marketing 

 1.1 Goal setting1.4 ActionPlanning
 

AutomaticMotivation Emotion Discuss therisk involvedin prolongedsitting toreduce theinfluence ofmood

“Because I’mlow in mood I sitfor a long time.Most times,when I leave I’mtired, lethargic,and drained. Ithink getting upmore would justmake me betterby the end of theday”(Participant 10,aged 40)

Persuasion  Communication/Marketing 5.6 Informationabout emotionalconsequences11.2 Reducenegative emotions2.4 Self-monitoring ofoutcome(s) ofbehaviour4.4 Behaviouralexperiments

 

  Reinforcement Develop goalswith incentivesand reward toencourage
“Maybeincentives, butI’m not surewhat the

Incentivisation Communication/Marketing 10.8 Incentive(outcome)  
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employees tobreak up theirsitting time incentive wouldbe. Whether youdo this and youget a bag ofapples at theend of themonth”(Participant 10,aged 40) 

  10.1 Materialincentive(behaviour)10.2 Materialreward(behaviour)10.3 Non-specificreward10.6 Non-specificincentive 
 
Table 2: Generalised recommendations for interventions based on interview with office workers
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BCTcode Behaviour ChangeTechniques Recommendations 3.1 Social support(unspecified) 
Participants need to be assured that they have the support of their management and colleagues and thatthey will not be judged or punished for standing or leaving their des to perform physical activity. Thisshould increase their confidence to embrace the idea of taking breaks from sitting while at work.7.1 Prompts/cues On-screen computer prompts could be provided to serve as a reminder to take breaks from sitting.1.1 Goal setting(behaviour) Set a goal for participants to reduce prolonged sitting.5.1 Information abouthealthconsequences Provide information about the health consequences of prolonged sitting.

12.1   12.5

Restructuring thephysicalenvironment   Adding an objectto theenvironment

To make breaking up sitting easier for the participants without necessarily leaving their desk, activeworkstations, such as height-adjustable desks should be provided to counteract employees’ andemployers’ concern of losing productive time while standing up.

6.1 4.1 

Demonstration ofthe behaviourInstruction onhow to performthe behaviour 

Give detailed explanations on how to break up sitting time and demonstrate how to use equipment that isbeing provided, such as a height-adjustable desk or prompts.

4.2        Informationabout antecedents Advise to keep a record of sitting and of events taking place before sitting.3.2 Social support(practical) Appoint someone to support office workers to reduce their sitting and demonstrate different forms ofactivities that could be done in the workplace.8.18.28.38.4

Behaviouralpractice/rehearsalBehaviouralsubstitutionHabit formationHabit reversal

Encourage office workers to replace sitting with walking or standing meetings and consider having face-to-face meetings instead of communicating by emails or intercoms.

2.2 Feedback onbehaviour 
Feedback on sitting behaviour and progress should be provided to participants during the interventionto increase their motivation. This would enable them to review their action plans and goals.

12.2  
Restructuring thesocialenvironment  

Organise into clusters in such a way that participants are not isolated when given interventions to breakup sitting. The set-up should be arranged such that they see other colleagues to promote support.

6.2 Social comparison Ensure participants in the same office or cluster can take cues from their colleagues who may be takingregular breaks from sitting and compared changes in sitting time.  Create a league table to share sittingdata.6.3 Information aboutothers’ approval Provide information about what others think of taking breaks from sitting. For instance, what they thinkabout getting up by themselves to make a cup of tea instead of asking fellow colleagues to do this forthem.1.2 1.4
Problem solving  Action planning 

Participants should be encouraged to identify personal barriers to breaking up sitting and develop anaction plan to overcome these barriers. For instance, getting up regularly for a drink or tea with a smallcup instead of being served by colleagues or getting incentives or rewards for achieving goals.
10.110.210.310.410.510.810.9

Material incentive(behaviour)Material reward(behaviour)Non-specificrewardSocial rewardSocial incentiveNon-specificincentiveIncentive(outcome)Self-reward

Encourage participants to reward themselves in the future if they have been able to achieve to theirgoals. Also inform participants that they will be recognised and verbally congratulate them for achievingtheir daily sitting goals. Promise to reward participants with vouchers if they reduce their sitting time.
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12.6 Body changes Arrange physiotherapy or massage sessions for participants who have aching back or other parts oftheir body that is preventing them from reducing their sitting.2.3  
Self-monitoring ofbehaviour  

Encourage participants to take notes of their daily postures at work or give a monitoring device thatallows participants to track their sitting behaviour. 
2.1 Monitoring ofbehaviour byothers withoutfeedback

Observe and record participants’ sitting behaviour without their knowledge.
9.1 Credible source Present verbal, visual or written information about the consequences of prolonged sitting and benefits ofbreaking up sitting from researchers, government organisations or international bodies.5.3 Information aboutsocial andenvironmentalconsequences

Provide information about how breaking up prolonged sitting has benefited office workers and othersets of people and the type of intervention provided.
5.6 11.2

Information aboutemotional  Reduce negativeemotions 

Inform the participants that excessive sitting can causes tiredness and lethargy whilst breaking upsitting may re-energise and increases concentration.

2.4 Self-monitoring ofoutcome(s) ofbehaviour 
Advise the participants to rate their wellbeing, weight and general health regularly (daily, weekly, everytwo weeks etc) to see the outcomes of reducing sitting time.

4.4 Behaviouralexperiments The participants can experiment with taking breaks from sitting to see how it impacts their mood,energy, etc.15.1 Verbal persuasionabout capability Boost employees’ morale by assuring them that they are capable of breaking up their sitting and thatthey should not give room for any self-doubts.15.2 Mental rehearsalof successfulperformance Advise employees to imagine taking breaks from sitting at work.
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Figure 1

The Behaviour Change Wheel (reproduced with permission from Michie, Atkins, et al. (37)

Figure 2

Stages involved in the development of an intervention using the BCW (37)
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